Success Story

Sage100
Manufacturing
Flight Light modernizes their busines practices
with Sage 100
Flight Light Inc was founded in 1993. They manufacture and assemble lighting and electrical equipment for
airports and heliports. Their products are sold worldwide to a variety of clients including commercial, private and
military.
BusinessWorks - Outdated Technology
Flight Light was outgrowing and constrained by their BusinessWorks solution, impacting performance and delivery. Outdated
technology required manual system interventions in areas such as Inventory and Bill of Materials (BOM) management and
processing, consuming valuable time which could have otherwise been applied to manufacturing and business development.
Transitioning Beyond Sage BusinessWorks
Flight Light needed a solution that was strong in accounting but also supported multi-level BOMs. When it came to migrating to
another product, non-Sage solutions were considered. Flight Light recognized the value-add of the configurations and functionality
within the Sage 100 product and ultimately chose to stay
within the Sage family. It was also important to them that
RKL eSolutions understood both products.
Post Implementation Process and Improvements
Migrating all of Flight Light’s data from BusinessWorks to
Sage 100 was a big undertaking. Flight Light’s active role
in system testing and completing trial runs helped speed
implementation. Their shared ownership with RKL of the
project allowed Flight Light to go live more smoothly and
ahead of schedule!

“

”

“RKL eSolution’s knowledge of custom
features helped us bring improvements
across all departments.”
Isabel Martin, President, Flight Light Inc.

Key benefits Flight Light is capitalizing on include significantly improved internal workflows, a recognized 40% improvement in
production delivery times, and increased customer satisifaction. Empowered by systems which embrace current technology, and
with RKL eSolutions consulting at their side, Flight Light executive manangement continues driving existing and new business in
current and expanded markets.

About RKL eSolutions

Since 2002, RKL eSolutions has helped growing companies maximize their technology resources and investment. Over the years, we have
helped hundreds of small and medium sized businesses as their strategic business partner. We specialize in the needs of Entertainment,
Software & SaaS, Professional Services, Manufacturing, and Non Profit organizations. Our experienced consultants have a passion for
making every facet of your business successful and are intent on building a long-term relationship with every client.
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